LYON PROVIDES THE TOOLS FOR SUCCESS

The accomplishments of our alumni confirm that Lyon College’s student-centered, experience-rich culture provides students with the tools to succeed. Lyon graduates play important roles in vital organizations all over the United States and the world.

Lyon graduates also have high acceptance rates into medical, dental, and law schools including top universities such as Harvard, Princeton, Vanderbilt, California-Berkeley, and many more.

“While at Lyon I got an absolutely stellar education that more than prepared me for my graduate work at Harvard. I also made lifelong friends who have challenged and helped mold me in more ways than I can count. Sit down, strap in, and hold on because life’s about to get a lot more fun!”

Josh Manning
Lyon ’06 - Recent graduate of Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government
Lyon provides the opportunity for international study with air travel and lodging paid by the college and an “experiential transcript” that documents experiences and achievements outside the classroom. This prepares Lyon students for the global community of the 21st century and offers a distinct advantage in career placement.

Go online to learn more about Lyon College.

www.lyon.edu
WE’LL HELP YOU PLAN YOUR CAREER PATH

The Lyon College Career Development Center helps students explore and plan their careers, offering guidance and opportunities tailored to meet individual career development needs.

The Career Center also coordinates the Lyon Legacy co-curricular transcript program. Through this program, students may document their involvement in experiential learning activities and record the transferable skills they have gained as a result. The Lyon Legacy transcript complements the academic transcript and provides a comprehensive picture of the learning inherent in a Lyon education.

The Career Center offers many resources, including a library of career exploration tools, professional and graduate school information, as well as workshops, career events and assistance with internships, resume building, interview skills and more through its Life Skills program.

LYON STUDENTS ACHIEVE SUCCESS IN LIFE

- Michael Brown ‘08, attending veterinary school at Kansas State University
- Andrew Dunham ‘08, attending medical school at UAMS
- Robert Frank ‘08, attending medical school at UAMS
- Daniel Haney ‘08 (Young Alumni Trustee), attending law school at UALR
- Kris Koelemay ‘08, attending law school at University of Arkansas, Fayetteville
- Adam Penman ‘08, attending the Clinton School for Public Service
- Douglas Rinehart ‘08, attending dental school at the University of Tennessee, Memphis
- Tiffany McSpadden Severs ‘08, graduate program in chemistry, Missouri State University
The world is changing at a more rapid pace than at any other time in history. Lyon will challenge you to think and to analyze relationships between academic disciplines in a way that will prepare you for success. You may discuss philosophy in terms of ethics for medicine and law. Or, in a study of world religions, you may examine how the events of the past still influence today’s politics, geography, and social life. We emphasize the importance of effective writing, whether your major is English, Business, or Biology. You’ll see how leadership and communication skills are as critical for doctors and lawyers as they are for people in business, education, or engineering.

“I’ve heard glowing reports of Lyon College for many years. I recently had the good fortune to meet two outstanding Lyon students doing collaborative research in my lab at the University of Pennsylvania.”

Dr. Alan MacDiarmid
2000 Nobel Laureate in chemistry, during the dedication of Lyon’s Derby Center.
LYON’S EXPERIENCE-RICH GLOBAL COMMUNITY

At Lyon, you will grow and develop in ways you never imagined possible — spiritually, emotionally, intellectually, and technologically. Lyon College believes that exposure to diverse places and culture is an important part of a liberal arts education. Through grants provided by our Nichols International Studies Program, Lyon students can experience studying abroad in places such as Europe, Asia, Central America, and other locations around the world.

To learn more about Lyon, visit us online at...

www.lyon.edu
At Lyon, it isn’t only about what you’ll become, but WHO you’ll become. We emphasize the growth of personal responsibility, integrity, leadership, and commitment to service. For example, you enter the Lyon community by signing our Roll of Honor, pledging to act with integrity. Lyon faculty trust you to take exams without supervision, and you agree to abide by your pledge.

Our unique honor system emphasizes such personal attributes as:

- Individual Responsibility
- Integrity
- Leadership
- Commitment

LEARN IN A CLIMATE OF TRUST AND RESPECT
"After being introduced to the curriculum and then the tests, I realized that I was completely comfortable with George Washington University’s pace and difficulty. The academic background, discipline, and dedication Lyon taught me were more than enough preparation."

Chris Estes
Lyon ’06 - Medical student at George Washington University
You’ll be at home at Lyon as soon as you set foot on campus. You’ll join other students in a close-knit teaching and learning community led by a faculty member and upper-class students committed to your success. Two of our faculty live on campus in our distinctive house system. They offer friendly faces, willing ears, and home-cooked meals. Our commitment to community contributes to on-time graduation and future success.
LYON STUDENTS ACHIEVE SUCCESS IN LIFE

• Braye Cloud ‘05, Harvard Kennedy School of Government, Cambridge, MA

• Leila Awwad ‘07, attending Clinton School for Public Service and Law School at UALR

• Garrard Conley ‘07, Peace Corps volunteer in the Ukraine

• John Boling ‘07 attending dental school at University of Tennessee, Memphis

• Nathan Elliott ‘04, FDIC bank examiner, Jonesboro

• Waylon Howard ‘04, Ph.D. candidate in Quantitative Psychology, University of Kansas

• Alison Sablick ‘07, attending law school at Hofstra University

• Christina Cody ‘06, Post-Production Sound Mixer, Los Angeles

• Christopher Estes ‘06, attending medical school at George Washington University

• Aimee Dunnavant Martin ‘01, vice president, Meridian Bank, Phoenix, Arizona

• Adam Long ‘06, Ph.D. candidate (English), University of Kansas

To learn more about all of Lyon’s degree programs that can help you to succeed, visit us online at...

www.lyon.edu
Lyon College is an exceptional value for your education. Lyon is the only liberal arts college in Arkansas and one of only seven in the south to be included on U.S. News & World Report’s list of 40 “Great Schools, Great Prices” that offer the best value in terms of quality and net cost of attendance. Fourteen of our faculty members have been named Arkansas Professor of the Year, more than any other college in the nation.

At Lyon, we’re committed to helping you regardless of your financial situation. Your faculty advisor will also work with you to help ensure that you do what is necessary to complete your degree on time.

To learn more, just call 1-800-423-2542. We’re available Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Or go online at...

www.lyon.edu

“After my first semester of medical school, I realized that Lyon had prepared me to tackle my studies just as well, if not better, than my classmates who were educated at schools such as Harvard, Penn, Stanford, Berkeley, and other ‘premier’ institutions.”

Seth Purcell
Lyon ’05 - Fellow at Wake Forest University and a medical student at George Washington University
Don’t make your college decision without visiting Lyon College. Find out what our campus is like by talking to students and professors. Learn more about the distinct advantages that Lyon offers. Attend a class, tour the campus, eat in our dining hall, talk to a coach, and visit with an admissions representative. Call 1-800-423-2542, e-mail us at admissions@lyon.edu, or make an online reservation at...
LYON STUDENTS ACHIEVE SUCCESS IN LIFE

John Eric Wilson ’06, Director of Development, Clinton School for Public Service

Jennifer Beaty ’05, working in the Arkansas State Crime Laboratory

Irene Obiero ’03, M.B.A. candidate, Columbia University

Seth Purcell ’05, conducting stem-cell research as a Fellow at Wake Forest University and attending medical school at George Washington University

Caroline Bednar ’04, Assistant Prosecuting Attorney, Pulaski County, Arkansas

Joshua Brooks ’04, Ph.D., Vanderbilt University’s program on bioinformatics

Brandon Byrd ’04, M.D., Resident in Orthopedics, University of Oklahoma College of Medicine

Joshua Manning ’06, graduated from Harvard University Kennedy School of Government

Eric Richardson ’06, high school teacher (mathematics), Tuckerman, Arkansas
Major publications rank Lyon among the best liberal arts colleges in the country.
Lyon students are active research partners with our exceptional faculty.
Research by some pretty smart people confirms that liberal arts graduates are better prepared for success in our changing world.
Most Lyon students study abroad with support from a special endowment.
Lyon graduates have high acceptance rates into medical, dental, and law schools.
You can sleep in. On our small campus, residence halls are less than five minutes from classrooms.
Lyon's flexible academic programs help you graduate in four years.
Our honor system trusts you to do the right thing. Really!
Lyon College students work hard, and they play hard too!
Whether you're in class, spending time with professors, arranging financial aid, or even in the dining hall, we put you first. Period.